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Abstract 
This paper deals with periodic and anti-periodic boundary conditions for wave and heat equations (as well as for 
some second-order ordinary differential equations). Optimal control problems associated with such equations are 
studied and some numerical experiments to determine the solution of the problem y”(t) + sin t)y( t) = t, 0 
t 7~, 
1. Introduction 
Let R be a bounded domain of KY, TZ = 1, 2,. . . , with smooth boundary r = aa, T > 0 and 
C.X E R. We shall study the existence, uniqueness and continuous dependence (on f> of the 
“mild” solutions y of the following “perturbed” wave equation: 
yrt(t, x) +ay,(t, x) -A,y(t, x) =f(t, x) a.e. in (0, T) x 0 = Q, 
with the following Dirichlet boundary condition in x E R”: 
y(t, x) = 0, a.e. on (0, T) Xr, 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
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and anti-periodic conditions in t, i.e., 
Y(O, x> +y(T, x) = 0, Y,(O, x) +y,(T, x) = 0, in 0, (l-3) 
where f E L2(Q>. This study will be carried out (in Section 2) via the C,-semigroup S,(f 1, t > 0, 
in the Hilbert space H = H(R) = H:(a) X L2(fl), endowed with the inner product (and the 
corresponding norm) 
(l-4) 
where (u, vi> denotes the inner product in L,(a), i.e., (u, ui> = /,u(x>u,(x> dx and 
( y, Y1)H&O, = (Vy, Vyl) where Vy stands for the gradient of y. We are dealing with real-val- 
ued functions. The first step is to rewrite the problem (1.H41.3) in L2(0), i.e., 
y”(t) + ay’(t) +Ay(t) =f(t), a.e. t E (0, T), (1.5) 
y(j)(O) + y(j)(T) = 0, j = 0, 1, (1.6) 
where y(O) = y and y’ is the t-derivative of y in the norm of L2(0). Here, 
f(t)(x) =f(t, x), a.e. in 12, (1.7) 
and A is the realization of the Laplace operator -A in L2(0), defined as usual: 
D(A) =H;(R) nH2(fl) =D(A), Ay = -Ay, Vy ED(A). (1.8) 
It is well known that A is a positive (monotone) selfadjoint operator in L2(fl) with compact 
resolvent (I + A)-l: L2( 0) -+ D(A). Therefore, its eigenvalues, denoted by Ai, satisfy 
O<h,< *** <hk<hk+l< ***, A,+ +aas k+w, (1.9) 
and one can choose an orthonormal Hilbertian basis {e,) in L2(fl> of eigenfunctions with 
Ae,=hie,, k=1,2 ,... . Moreover, {c,} with e’, = e,/h, is a Hilbertian basis in Hi(n). 
Note that the elliptic-type problem (with -A in place of A) 
y”(t) + ay’(t) + Ay(t) =f(t), a.e. t E (0, T), (1.10) 
with the anti-periodic conditions (1.6) is easier to investigate, in the sense that there is a very 
simple functional scheme in terms of maximal dissipative operators, applicable to (1.101, (1.6). 
Recall that B is said to be dissipative in L2(0, T; X> (with X a Hilbert space) if B is negative 
definite, i.e., (By, y ) G 0, t/y E D(B) and R( I - B) =X. Let us briefly recall this functional 
scheme [l]. Introduce as in [7] 
W,z,“(O, T; X) = {y E W2,2(O, T; X); y”‘(0) +y”‘(T) = 0, j = 0, I}, 
By =y”+ay’, y ED(B) = W,‘,‘(O, T; X), X=L2(0). 
a: L2(0, T; X) + L2(0, T; X) - the realization of A in L2(0, T; X), i.e., 
(dy)(t) =Ay(t), a.e. t E (0, T), y ED(~) with 
D(n) = {y EL~(O, T; X); y(t) ED(A), a.e. t E (0, T)}. 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
(1.12’) 
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It is easy to check that B, d and B + d are maximal dissipative in L2(0, T; X). Moreover, 
(BY, Y > = - II Y’ ll&,T;x) G - $11 Y II~~Ku:x~~ Y ED(B), (1.13) 
so -B is coercive. It fol_lows that B + d’ is surjective in L2(0, T; X), which means that for every 
f~ L2(0, T; X),_(B + A)y =f has a unique solution y =yf, i.e., (1.101, (1.6) has a unique 
solution y E D(A) n D(B). If (1.6) is replaced by the periodic condition, then (1.13) fails and so 
this scheme is not applicable to (1.10) with periodic condition. This scheme is also not 
applicable to (1.5), (1.61, mainly because B is dissipative while -d is monotone (i.e., positive 
definite). Therefore, we do not have information on (B - &y =f, which is the abstract form of 
(1.5), (1.6) in L2(0, T; Xl. Indeed, there is no general result on the surjectivity of the sum of 
the form “dissipative + monotone”. We will study the problem (1.51, (1.6) in the space H, by 
reducing it to a first-order differential equation of the form (1.14) below, associated with a 
C,-semigroup generator A,: 
U’(t) =/I&J(t) +F(t), 0 <t < T, (1.14) 
U(0) + U(T) = 0, (1.15) 
where 
A=(: -:J D(A,) = (H,‘(L?) nH’(f2)) xL2(f2), 
(1.16) 
We will prove (in Section 2) that for every cr 2 0, A, is the infinitesimal generator of a 
C,-semigroup S,(t) = efA= in H (as defined by (1.4)). This is very easy to check. A longer proof 
is necessary to show that if (Y > 0, then I + etAa is invertible with bounded inverse, i.e., 
(I + erAa)-’ E L(H) for all t > 0. Moreover, (I + eTAz) E L(H) for cx > 0 and T > 0 and if 
(Y < 0, then (I + e-““~)-’ and (I + e-rAz)-’ are in L(H). In other words, for every (Y # 0, and 
T > 0, the problem (1.141, (1.15) has a unique mild solution U( t > E H given by 
U(t) = erAe Uo+/f e(‘-S)A~F(s) ds, 0 G t G T, LY > 0, 
0 
(1.17) 
with 
U(0) = U, = -(I + e~~u)-lIOTe(‘-“)AuF(S) ds, cy > 0. 
If cy < 0, then -A, is negative definite, so the problem 
V”(t) = -A,V(t) -F(T- t), V(0) + V(T) = 0, 
has a unique mild solution I/ in H given by 
(1.18) 
(1.19) 
V(t) = emtAm Vo-Sfe- (t-s)A+(T - s) ds, (Y < 0, 
0 
(1.20) 
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with 
V, = (I + e-TA.)-lITe-(~-‘)A.F(T - s) ds, for a < 0, (1.21) 
0 
and so, for (Y < 0, take U(t) = V( T - t), i.e., 
U( t ) = e-(T-r)AG( T) - /re-(‘W’)AaF( s) ds, (Y < 0, (1.22) 
t 
with U(T) = V(0) = V, given by (1.21). Therefore, if cx < 0, the mild solution of (1.14), (1.15) is 
given by (1.22) with 
U(T) = (I+ e-rAa)P1ire-‘AaF(s) ds, a < 0. (1.23) 
In the case of cr = 0, I + S,(T) is not invertible for every T > 0. As it is shown in Section 2 (with 
So = S), for (Y = 0, N = 1 and a= (0, T), we must necessarily have 
2j+ 1 
T#~T 
k ’ 
j=O, 1 ,..., k=l,2 ,..., (1.24) 
in order for 
(I+S(T))-’ EL(H). (1.25) 
(01) Is condition (1.24) sufficient for (1.25)? However, we shall see that (1.25) holds for every 
2m7r 
T= Tm,j= ___ 
2j+l’ 
j=O, 1 ,***, m=1,2,... . (1.24’) 
(02) Are T = T,,j the only values of T for (1.25) to be true? 
Definition 1.1. By a mild solution of (l.l)-(1.3) we mean a function y E C([O, Tl; H,‘(0)) such 
that y is differentiable with y’ E C([O, Tl; L*(n)) and 
is a mild solution of (1.14), (1.15). 
(In short, y is the first component of U given by (1.17) (or (1.22)) if cy > 0 (or (Y < 0), 
respectively.) 
The main optimal control problem we are going to study is the following: 
Minimize L(y, U) =k’k(g(y(t, x)) +h(u(t, x))) dx dt, (1.26) 
on all pairs (y, u) with u E L*(Q) and y the mild solution of (l.l)-(1.3) with f(t, x) + u(t, x> 
in place of f~ L*(Q). 
In Section 3 we deal with similar problems for a class of ODES of the form 
Y” +w, Y, Y’>Y =f(t, Y, Y’), (1.27) 
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with boundary conditions of anti-periodic type of the form 
Y(0) +y(n) = a, y’(0) +y’(r) = b, a, b E R. (1.28) 
In the case of ODES, we may assume without loss of generality, that a = b = 0. To this goal, 
one uses the transformation 
w(t) =y(t> + u(t), with u(t) = b(2a - vFTb) + $bt. (1.29) 
For PDEs in Section 2, the case of (1.28) with a # 0 and b # 0 is essentially different from the 
homogeneous case of a = b = 0. One of the reasons for this fact is that in the infinite-dimen- 
sional spaces, a linear bounded one-to-one operator may not be onto (i.e., may not be invertible 
with bounded inverse). 
In a linear case, optimal control problems for (1.271, (1.28) are also discussed and numerical 
examples are given. 
2. An optimal control problem for y,, + uyI - Ay =f + u 
We have seen in Section 1 that the problem (l.l)-(1.3) can be reduced to (1.14), (1.15). Of 
course, (1.141, (1.15) has no strong solution for every f~L~(0, T; HI. However, (1.141, (1.15) 
has a unique mild solution U for every T > 0 (if LY # 0) with U given by (1.17) or (1.22). This is 
not the case if (Y = 0 (as explained in (2.23)-(2.26)). This is because, for (Y # 0, I + eTAe is 
invertible for every T > 0 (which for (Y = 0 is invertible only for some T > 0). Precisely we have 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. If CY # 0, then for every T > 0 we have 
(I+ e*TAa)-l EL(H), (I+ e+TAE)-l EL(H), 
wherewetake +Tif a>0 and -Tif cx<O. 
(2.1) 
Proof. Let (Y > 0 and T = T > 0. We first check that 
A=(: _yy with D(A,) = (H,‘(o) nH’(0)) XH,‘(fl), P-2) 
is maximal dissipative in H = H;(n) X L2(0) with the inner product as in (1.4). Indeed, take 
u= ; ( 1 E WL) 
and observe that by Green’s formula we have (Ay, u) = -( Vy, Vu) = -(y, u)~;(~). There- 
fore, 
i.e., A, is dissipative for (Y 2 0 and monotone for cy < 0. It is now easy to check the range 
condition R(I -A,) = H, which is a direct consequence of the well-known range condition 
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R(I - AA) = L*(n), VA > 0, satisfied by the Laplace operator A in L*(n), with D(A) as in (1.8). 
Therefore, A, is maximal dissipative in H, so it generates a C,-semigroup s,(t) = erA* for 
t > 0. In order to find S,(t), if suffices to find the function U(t) below for 
where 
u(O) = 
In this case U(t) is differentiable in H and 
U’(t) =A,U(t), U(0) = ) t 2 0, a > 0, 
which is equivalent to 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
y”(t) +ay’(t) -Ay(t) =0, y(0) =yo, y’(0) =vo, y’(t) =v(t) for t>O. (2.6) 
Therefore, 
y(t) = &&)e,, v(t) = E&(f)ekl t 2 0, (2.7) 
1 1 
with a,(t) = (y(t), ek), a’,(t) = (v(t), ek) where {e,) is the Hilbertian basis in L*(n) with 
de, = -Aiek as indicated in (1.9). In view of (2.5) one can find a,(t). 
Let us start with the hypothesis that 0 G cy < 2A,. Set 
Pk = 2-l(4A2, - CX*)~‘~, k = 1, 2,. . . . (2.8) 
In this case one finds (for t 2 0) 
a,(t) = (Y,, ek> cos tPk + ;[(a,, 
i 
ek) + $t(yo, ek)] sin tPk evat'*, 
1 
a’,(t) = (vo, ek> cos tPk - 
i [ 
&(u,, ek> + ($ +B,)CYo. ek)] sin ‘p*)c”‘“* 
In view of the density of D(A,) in H and of continuity of 
(2.9) 
if follows that 
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is given by (2.7) and (2.8) for all <$ E H (if 0 G LY < 2h,). We now have to check that for every 
(z:) E H, the equation 
(2.10) 
has a unique solution (z”,) E H. To this goal, we will find first the Fourier coefficients ( yO, ek> 
and ( uO, ek> satisfying (2.10) and then we prove that {(Y,, zk)~;cn$ E 12, {(uo, ek)) E 12, 
i.e., the series Cy( y,, e’,)~;cn,e’, and CT{ uO, ek)ek are convergent in H,‘(O) and L2(L!>, 
respectively. According to the previous notations, (2.10) can be written formally as 
( yo, e,d + (Y(T), ek> = (ql, e,>, (uo, ek> + (u(T), e,d = (q2, e,L k=1,2,..., 
(2.11) 
with ( Y(T), ek) = a,(T) and ( u(T), ek) = a’,(T) given by (2.9). Therefore, (2.11) is actually the 
system 
CL<yo, ek> +@(v,, ek> = (rl, e,A C,2(yo, ek> +@(uo, ek> = (7727 4, 
k= 1, 2,..., (2.11’) 
where Ci = CL(a) and 0; = Dh(a), i = 1, 2, are given by 
Cl = 1 + epaT12 ~0s Tpk + LYe-aT/2 
Wk 
sin TPk, 
eeaT12 sin TflI(, 
0; = -l-ePuT12 sin TpE(, 
Pk 
Di = 1 + e_aT/2 ~0s Tpk - (Ye-UT/2 
2Pk 
sin Tpk, 
(2.12) 
k=1,2,... . It is now easy to verify that 
dk( ff) = d, = det = 1 + e-Ta + 2ePaTj2 cos TPk 2 (1 - e-aT/2)2, 
Vk = 1, 2,. . . . 
Therefore, ( yO, ek) and ( uO, ek> are (UniquelY) given by 
(Y,, ek> = $(D:h,, ek> -D:(r12, ek)). 
k 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
In view of 
boy ~khf;(~)=hk(Yo~ ek> and Kim li  ?=l, 
k 
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it follows that 
I<Y,, Qn&n, E I27 I iff {(ql, zk>} E Z2. 
Indeed, (A&(q2, ek)} E Z2 (as {{r/2, ek)) E Z2> and {Ak(77iY ek) = (7717 e’k)~&o)) E Z2y whi1e 
D; is bounded independently of k. 
To continue, we find 
(2.15) 
Inasmuch as l/d,, Cl, pk(ql, ek) are bounded independently of k, and ((qi, ek>l E Z2, 
i = 1, 2, if follows that (( uO, ek)} E 12. We now conclude that (2.10) has a unique solution 
(zO,> E H, namely 
1 
~(~~(?J~, ek) -“i(772y ek))ek/dk 
\ 
(2.16) 
ek) - c,‘(~ly ek))ek/dk 
for 0 < cy < 2A,. 
If (Y = 2h,, then a,(t) will have the form a,(t) =pie-“‘12 +pfte-“‘12. In this case, d, = (1 + 
e-“lT/2)2, while d,, k = 2, 3,. . . , are given by (2.13). Therefore, CL and Di, i = 1, 2, remain 
as above except for k = 1. Thus (z;> is again uniquely determined. 
If 2A, < (Y < 2A,, then a,(t) = (pleP’ -p2e-pf)e-olf/2 with /I = :<(Y’ - 4A:)1/2 while ak(t>, k 
= 2, 3,. . . ) remain as above. In this case, 
d, = _ 2p(l + ePaT + ePT-aT/2 + e-PT-aT/2), (2.17) 
so a,(t) is also uniquely determined, while u,(t), k = 2, 3,. . . , remain as in (2.9). In general, if 
2Ak0 < ff < 2Ako+l, the coefficients C, and D, with k > k, + 1 remain as in (2.121, so the series 
in (2.16) will be also convergent. In this way one can complete the proof of existence and 
uniqueness of (L;> E H satisfying (2.10). Since Z + e TAa is continuous, it follows from (2.10) and 
Banach’s theorem that (I + eTAe)-’ E L(H). Si nce H is a Hilbert space, we have (I + eTAa)* = 
Z + eTA*,, so (I + ewTA*,)-’ EL(H). 
It remains to prove that if (Y < 0, then 
(2.18) 
has a unique solution (2) E H. A careful examination of the case (Y > 0 shows easily that the 
coefficients CL, C;,’ of the system 
&j-,, ek) +z5,:(t;,, ek> = (rll, ek), E’,‘( j7,, ek) +@(G,, ek) = (r/23 ek) (2.19) 
can be obtained from (2.12) as follows: 
(5’: = CL( -cr), 6; = -Di( -a), C’,‘= -Ci( -cr), fi’k2=L$(-(Y). 
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Accordingly, 
d;, = det 
= 1 + eTa + 2eaT/* cos TPk a (1 - ear/*)*, (Y < 0. (2.20) 
This leads to the conclusion that (I - ePTAa)-’ E L(H) for a < 0. In the case of Z - eTAa, it is 
easy to check that the determinant d, of the corresponding system 
(2.21) 
is given by 
d, = 1 + ePolT - 2emaT/* cos TPk a (1 - ePnT/*)*. (2.22) 
which leads to the conclusion that Z - eTAa is onto. This completes the proof. q 
The case (Y = 0, i.e., A, =A with 
D(A) = (H,‘(R) f-w*(O)) xH#), (2.23) 
requires a special discussion. In this case Pk = A,, k = 1, 2,. . . , so (2.13) becomes 
d,(O)=d,=2(1+cosTA,), k=l,2 ,..., (2.24) 
which can go to zero on some subsequences of Ikl. Therefore. a necessarv condition for 
(1-t eTA)-l E L(H) (’ i.e., for (2.10) with (Y = 0 to hold true) is 
2p+l 
T# -r 
A, ’ 
p=O,l ,..., k=l,2 ,... . (2.25) 
Is (2.25) sufficient? (2.25’) 
If A, are integers for k = 1, 2,. . . , then we can choose 
2m 
T= T,,, = -n 
2s+l ’ 
m=l,2 ,***, s=o, l,..., (2.26) 
for the invertibility of Z + eTA. Indeed, if T = T, = 2mn, then cos T,A, = 1, so Z + S(T,) = 21. 
This, and the semigroup property of S(T) = eTA imply also that (I + S(T,/(2s + l>>)-1 E L(H) 
for each s = 0, 1, 2,. . . . In the case 0 = (0, n), we have A, = k, so (I + S(T))-’ E L(H) for all 
T,,, as in (2.26). Another open problem: 
In the particular case of A, = integers for every k = 1, 2,. . . , are T = T,,, as in (2.26) 
the only possible values of T for (I + eTA)-l E L(H)? (2.26’) 
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Remark 2.2. The problem of invertibility of I - eTA is even more delicate. It is also easy to see 
that I - eTA is one-to-one for every 
T# “r, p=l,2 )...) k=1,2 ,... . (2.27) 
k 
Indeed, in this case d, = 2(1 - cos TAk), say, that 0 = (0, T) which means hk = k. There are 
no values of T such that cos Tk = - 1, for all k = 1, 2, . . . . Therefore, the following problem 
needs an answer: 
Are there T # %T, as in (2.27) such that (I - e”)-’ EL(H)? (2.27’) 
Next we investigate some optimal control problems on 
y,,+ayr-Ay=f+u. 
Namely, 
minimize L(y, U) = iT/O(g(y(f, x)) +h(u(t, x))) dx dt, (2.28) 
over all pairs (y, U) E C[O, T; II,‘( X L2(0, T; L2(L!)> subject to 
yJt, x) +ay,(t, X) -A,y(t, x) =u(t, x) +f(t, x), a.e. in Q, (Y ~0, with CELL, 
(2.29) 
y(t,x) = 0, a.e. on (0, T) XT, (2.30) 
~(0, x) +y(T, x) = 0, in 0, ~~(0, x) + Y,(T, x) = 0, in 0, (2.31) 
where y is actually the mild solution of (2.29H2.311, i.e., y is the first component of U = (L:$, 
U(t) = etAa U, + /‘e (‘-“)Aa(B~(~) +F(s)) ds, if (Y > 0, (2.32) 
0 
with 
(f(M4 =fb 47 
U,= -(I+ e~~~)-lITe(~-~)A~(BU(s) +F(s)) ds, (Y < 0, 
0 
and 
U(t) = e +f)&U(T) _ fe -(s-t)Aa( Bu(s) + F(s)) ds, cy < 0, 
I 
with 
U(T).= (I + e-7A~)-1107e-“A-(Bu(x) + F(s)) ds, (Y < 0, 
(2.33) 
where etAa is given by (2.7)-(2.9) and F(s) = Bf(s). The standard conditions which guarantee 
the existence and uniqueness of an optimal pair ( y*, u”) of problem (2.28) are 
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(C,> g : R + [w is a continuous, convex function; 
(C,) h : R -+ ] - 03, + ~1 is a lower-semicontinuous convex function satisfying a growth condi- 
tion of the form h(u) 2 Mu*, u E IR, for some A4 > 0. 
(More general conditions can be found in [5].) 
Before the characterization of the optimal pair ( y*, u*> of problem (2.281, some additional 
preliminaries are still needed. The adjoint operator A’“, of A, is given by 
with D(A*,) =D(A,). (2.34) 
Recall that the realizations g’ and i in L*(n) of g and h, respectively, are given by 
i(Y) = 
i 
1-og(y(x)) dx, if x +g(y(x)) is in L’(0), (2.35) 
+w, otherwise. 
_ It can be easily verified that g’ : H,‘(O) + R is a continuous and convex function, while 
h : L*(L!) -+ ] - ~0, + ~1 is a lower-semicontinuous convex function. Moreover, 
2 E @(y), iff z(x) E ag( y(x)), a.e. in 0, (2.36) 
where a stands for the subdifferential operator. 
We are now in a position to give the characterization of an optimal pair (y*, u*) of problem 
(2.28). 
Theorem 2.3. Let g and h satisfy conditions CC,) and CC,> above. Then (y*, u*> is an optimal 
pair of problem (2.28) iff 
(1) y* is the mild solution of (2.29142.31); 
(2) there arep E C([O, T]; (fl)) with pr E (C[O, Tl; H-‘(LJ)>, H-‘(R) the dual of H,‘(0), and 
q E L*((O, T) X f2) such that 
P~~-(YP~-AP= -CL q(t, +k(y*(t, x)), in (0, T)xC 
P(O) =P(T), P,(O) = P,(T)7 
p(t, x) E ah(u*(t, x)), in (0, T) Xii?. 
(2.37) 
(2.38) 
Proof. Of course, the idea of the proof is to reduce problem (2.28) to the following optimal 
control problem in H = H,‘(a) x L*(n): 
minimize i( U; u), where U = i , 
i i 
i( Y, u; u) = LT(@y(f), U(t)) + f+(t))) dt, 
(2.39) 
G(Y, u) =&T(y), Y EJf#q7 u EL*(a) (2.40) 
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<I% as defined by (2.35) with h and u in place of g and y respectively) over all (U, U> subject to: 
U is the mild solution of 
U’(t) =A,U(t) +Bu(t) +F(t), a.e. t E [0, T], 
U(t,=[$# B=(Y), U(O)+U(T)=O, (2.41) 
as defined by (2.321, (2.33). One observes that 
aC(y(t), u(t)) = ay)) . 
i I 
Therefore we are now in the case of optimal control of the first-order differential equations 
(2.41) with the cost functional i as in (2.39). Therefore, (U*, u*>, with U* = ($), is the optimal 
pair of problem (2.39) iff there is G(t) E L2(0, T; If) such that 
G(t) E aqY*(t), u*(t)) = ( aB(yict))), a.e. tE [0, T], (2.42) 
and 
B*(P(t)) E &(u*(t)), a.e. t E [0, T], (2.43) 
where 
P(t) = 
pdt) 
! I p2w 
is the mild solution of 
P’(t) = -A*,P(t) +@(t), a.e. t E [0, T], P(0) + P(T) = 0 (2.44) 
that is, 
P(t) = e(T-‘)AzP(T) _ /‘e(“-t)A*<(~) ds. (2.45) 
f 
We can check that the subgradient ag of g in H,‘(R) is given by 
ag( y*> =k-$, with LJ as in (2.37), (2.46) 
where A’ = -A. This is because (ai( z)~;(~) = (ai( ~z)~z~Q and so (ag( y), z)~z~~~ = 
(A-lag(y), AZ) L*(Q. Clearly (2.44) can now be written as 
P; =Pz+ai(Y*), Pl(o)=~,(q, P; =AP, + (~~27 ~2(0) =p,(T). (2.47) 
If we set p2 =p and eliminate p1 from (2.47) with Aag( y*) = -4, it follows that p satisfies 
(2.37). Moreover, B* = (0, l), so (2.43) is just (2.38). This completes the proof. 0 
Finally, let us write the characterization of an optimal pair ( y", u*> in the special case of 
g(y) = +y2 and h(u) = iu2. In this case ag(y) =y and ah(u) = u. Therefore, p = u*, q =y*, so 
we have the following corollary which is interesting in itself (not only from the point of view of 
optimal control, but from the point of view of existence and uniqueness of solution, too). 
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Corollary 2.4. Let f E L2(Q). The only optimal pair ( y *, u*) of problem (2.28) with g(y) = iy’ 
and h(u) = iu2 is the unique mild solution of the system (with (Y f 0) 
y,*,(t, x) +c-uyf(t, x) -Axy*(t, x) =u*(t, x) +f(t, x), a.e. in 0, 
y*(t, x) = 0, a.e. on (0, T) X M2, (2.48) 
~“(0, x) +Y*(T, x> = 0, Y:(% 4 +yt*(T, x) = 0, in 0, 
uTt(t, x) -auT(t, x) -A,u*(t, x) = -y*(t, x), a.e. in Q, 
u*(t, x) = 0, a.e. on (0, T) X N2, (2.49) 
~“(0, x)+u*(T, x)=0, u;(O, x)+u;(T, x)=0, in R. 
Remark 2.5. If a # 0, the conclusions of Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 2.4 hold for every T > 0. If 
CY = 0, these conclusions hold for those T > 0 for which (I + e *rA)-l E L(H) only. Here 
A =A, (i.e., for A given by (2.23)). In particular, for T = T,,,, as indicated in (2.26). 
3. A class of second-order ODES and some control problems 
In this section we study the following second-order nonlinear differential equation with 
anti-periodic condition 
u”+h(t, Y, Y’>Y =f(t, Y, Y’), (3.1) 
Y(O) +Y(T) = 0, Y’(0) +y’@) = 0, (3.2) 
where h(t, x, z) and f(t, x, z) are continuous functions from [O, ~1 X R x R! into R satisfying 
(2n - 1 + 8)‘~ h(t, x, 2) < (2n + 1 - S)‘, 
If@, x, z>I GM, V(t, x, 2) E [O, 7T] x R! x R, (3.3) 
for some positive integers n, with some constants 0 < 6 < 1 and A4 > 0. The above problem is 
related to [6] in which the existence of a solution y of (3.1) satisfying y(O) = a, Y(T) = b was 
investigated. Condition (3.3) goes back to the idea that h must be between two consecutive 
eigenvalues (2n - 1)2 and (2n + 1j2 of the problem 
y” + h2y = 0, y(‘)(O) + Y(‘)(T) = 0, i = 0, 1, (3.4) 
with the convention y(O) = y. We will see by an example, that 6 = 0 is not acceptable in general. 
The main result on the problem (3.1), (3.2) is given by the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Let h and f be continuous functions satisfying the conditions (3.3). Then the problem 
(3.1), (3.2) has at least a solution y E C2([0, ~1). 
The proof will be essentially based on the lemma below in conjunction with Schauder’s 
fixed-point theorem. 
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Lemma 3.2. Let f E L2(0, 7~) and p : [O, T + R be a continuous function with 1 
(2n-1+S)2<p(t)d(2n+1-6)2, O<t=Gr, (3.5) 
for some positive integer n and some 6 E (0, 11, or 
O<p(t)<(l-a)‘, OGtGr, or p(t)<O, for O<t<7r. 
Then the problem 
(34 
y”+p(t)y =f(t), a.e. on (0, ‘rr), 
y(‘)(O) + y(‘)( 7r) = 0, i = 0, 1, (3.7) 
has a unique solution y = y( t, p, f) E W2*2(0, a). Furthermore, y depends continuously on p and 
fin the following sense. 
(1) Zf f, -f in L2(0, or) and p, +p in C([O, ~11, then ym =y(t, P,, f,> ‘Y =y(t, P, f) 
(weakly) in L2(0, T> as m -+ 03. 
(2) Zf f, + f and P, +p in C([O, ~11, then y, =y(t, p,, f,J +Y =y(t, P, f) in C’([O, ~1) 
(i.e., ym +y and yk + y’ in C([O, ~1)) as m + ~0. 
(3) Zf I f(t) I GM, t E LO, IT], then I y(t, p, f 1 I < Q, I y’(t, P, f) I G Q, kft E [O, ~1 for some 
positive constant Q = Q<M, S), independent off as above and p satisfying (3.5). 
The key of the proof of Lemma 3.2 is the uniqueness of the trivial solution of the 
homogeneous problem corresponding to (3.7), as follows. 
Lemma 3.3. Let p be as in Lemma 3.2. Then the trivial solution is the only solution of the problem 
F” +p(t)? = 0, F’i’(O) +F@)(“) = 0, i = 0, 1, 0 < t < T. (3.8) 
Note that if p(t) < 0 for t E [O, 1-r], the proof of Lemma 3.3 is immediate (multiply by 9, 
integrate over [0, ~1 to obtain I( $’ jl~2co,71j = /,“p(t)y’2(t) dt G 0 which yields j = 0). This is not 
the case if p(t) > 0 for all t E [0, ~1. Let us postpone the proof of Lemma 3.3 and carry out the 
one of Lemma 3.2. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Denote by X(t) the fundamental matrix (the evolution operator) with 
= I, generated by A(t) = 
Then problem (3.8) can be rewritten as the system 
Y’(t) =A(t)Y(t), 0 <t <V, Y(0) + Y(+Tr) = 0, 
with 
(3.9) 
(3 .lO) Y(t) = (i:‘, j=X(t)( ;:). 
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The fact that (3.8) (or equivalently (3.9)) has only the trivial solution is equivalent to 
det(Z +X(T)) # 0, (3.11) 
so (3.11) holds. Therefore, the only solution y of problem (3.7) is given by 
Y(t) = (;;:; ]=X(t)( :gi + _(X(t)X-'(s)F(s) ds, 
with 0 < t < T, F(s) = (;cSj) and 
= -(~+X(T))-‘LTX($X-‘(s)F(s) ds. 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
Of course, X(t) = X(t, p) depends continuously on p, i.e., pm +p in C([O, ~1); then X,(t) = 
X(t, P,> +X(t, P> in NO, ~1) as m + +W and also X;‘(t) +X-‘(f) in C([O, ~1) as m + cc). 
(One observes that det(X(t, p)) = 1, Vt > 0.) It is now clear that (3.12) and (3.13) imply the 
conclusions of Lemma 3.3. Of course, if f~ C(0, ~1, then y = y(t, p, f> E C*[O, T] and (3.7) 
holds for all t E [0, TT]. q 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. The main idea of the proof is to use the so-called Priifer substitution (i.e., 
polar coordinates in the plane ( y( t >, y’( t >)I 
y(t) =r(t) sin O(t), y’(t) =r(t) cos 0(t), o<t<Tr. (3.14) 
Assume by contradiction that problem (3.8) has a nontrivial solution 9 =y on [O, ~1. Then 
r*(t) =y*(t> +y’*(t) > 0 for every t E [O, ~1. Moreover, we have 
W(t) = 
Y’*(t) -Y(t)Y”(t) 
Y*(t) +Y’*(q 
= cos*8(t) +p(t) sin*8(t) > 0, 0 <t <r. (3.14’) 
This is because we are obviously working under the hypothesis p(t) > 0 on [0, ~1 (as we have 
already mentioned, the case p(t) G 0 on [0, ~1 implies immediately y(t) = 0 on [0, ~1. Taking 
into account the fact that O(t) is strictly increasing, we may assume 0(n) - e(O) = (2k + l)~, 
for some positive integer k a 0. 
In view of (3.5) we have 
cos28(t) + (2n - 1 + s)‘sin”e(t) G e’(t) < Cos*e(t) + (2n + 1 - s)‘sin*e(t). 
Recall that 
(3.15) 
/ 
Tr ds r 
=- 
0 u2cos2s + b*sin*s ab ’ 
a, b > 0. (3.16) 
Therefore, 
(2k + 1)~ 0(0)+(2k+l)a ds 
= 2n - 1 + 6 / (j(O) cos*s + (2n - 6)*sin*s 1 + 
J 
?T e’(t) dt 
= 
0 cos*e(t) + (2n - 1 + S)*sin*e(t) 
>Tr, (3.17) 
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which yields k > IZ. Similarly, from (3.15) and (3.16) one obtains (2k + 1)~/(2n + 1 - S> < -rr, 
i.e., k < n, which is in conflict with k 2 n. Therefore, (3.5) implies that the only solution of (3.8) 
is y’ = 0. Similar, if p satisfies (3.6) and j were not the trivial solution, then 
0 < W(t) < cos2B(t) + (1 - 6)2sin2B(t), (3.18) 
which yields the contradiction (2k + l>~/(l - S) < n. This completes the proof. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let C1 = C’([O, ~1) endowed with the usual norm, i.e. 
II Y II = ts;PrI [ Y(# +Ywy27 Y E c’. (3.19) 
Set S = {y E C’; II y’ 11 G 2Q} with Q = Q(M, 6) as in Lemma 3.2. For each y E C’, define 
G(y) = y*, where y* is the solution of the problem (3.7) with p(t) =h(t, y(t), y’(t)) and 
f(t) =f(t, y(t), y’(t)). According to Lemma 3.2. we have IIG( y)l& < 2Q2, so G : S + S. 
Moreover, it is easy to check the continuity of G. Indeed, if y, -+ y in C,, then p,(t) = 
h(t, y,(t), y;(t)) + h(t, y(t), y’(t)) and f,(t) =f(t, y,(t), y;(t)) +f(t, y(t), y’(t)) as m + 
+ a, uniformly on [0, rr]. In view of Lemma 3.2(2), we see that G( y,) + G(y) in C1 as 
m + +m. It remains to check that G(S) is relatively compact in Cl. To this goal, take an 
arbitrary sequence {yz = G(y,)} c G(S). This means y, E S, so 11 yz IIcl < 2Q, m = 1, 2,. . . . 
Therefore yz and yz are bounded in C([O, ~1). By definition of G( y,) = yz, we have 
(YZT + h(t, y,(t), Y;(t))Y; =f(& y,(t), Y;(t)), 0 G t G rr, (3.20) 
with yz satisfying the anti-periodic conditions (3.7) with yz in place of y. It follows from (3.20) 
that yz is also bounded in C([O, ~1) and consequently {yz, yz)) contains convergent subse- 
quences in C’. In view of Schauder’s fixed-point theorem, G has at least a fixed point 
y = G(y). Or, every fixed point of G is a solution of (3.11, (3.2). This completes the proof. •I 
Remark 3.4. In view of substitution (1.29), it follows that for every a, b E R problem (3.1) (in 
the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1) has at least a solution y on [O, ~1 satisfying 
Y(0) +y@) = a, y’(0) +y’(r) = b. (3.21) 
The following example emphasizes that the condition (3.3) imposed on h cannot be replaced 
by a weaker condition 
(2n - 1)2 < h(t, x, z) < (2n + 1)2, (3.22) 
for some positive integer n. 
Example 3.5. Let y(t) be a nontrivial solution of 
Then, 
y(t) = c1 cos t + c2 sin t - 
/ 
t 8Y(S) 
0 1+y(s) 
2 sin(t -s) ds, 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
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where c, = y(O) # 0 and c2 = y’(O) # 0. We have the following estimates: 
(3.25) 
and 
(3.26) 
Considering the boundary condition (3.21), if I a I > 8 or ( b I > 4~~ then the solution given in 
(3.24) does not exist. Hence the BVP (3.23), (3.21) has no solution at all, even if the condition 
is satisfied. 
Next we consider the Control Problem 
minimize L(y, u), L(Y, u) = iT(‘p(y(f)) +4@(t))) dt 
over all pairs (y, U) E C2([0, ~1) x C([O, T]) subject to 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
y”+p(t)y =qt> +f(t), 0 G t =G T, 
y”‘(0) + y”‘( n) = 0, i = 0, 1, 
(3.29) 
where cp : R! + R is continuous and convex while I,/J : R + ] - ~0, +m] is a convex lower-semicon- 
tinuous function satisfying a growth condition 
1$(u)] >M]u12, uE[W, forsome M>O. (3.30) 
Following some standard techniques in convex optimization [5,7] in conjunction with Lemma 
3.2(l), one can prove the existence of optimal pairs ( y*, u”). Moreover ( y*, u*) is character- 
ized as follows. 
Theorem 3.6. Let cp and @ satisfy the previous conditions, p : [O, ~1 + R! as in Lemma 3.2 and 
f~ L2(0, n>. The pair (y*, u*) is an optimal pair of problem (3.28) iff there is q E W2,2(0, rr) 
such that 
q”(t) +p(t)q(t> E -+(y*(t)), a.e. on (0, 7.r>, (3.31) 
q(t) E V(u*(t)>, a.e. on (0, r>, (3.32) 
q(‘)(O) + qCi)(n) = 0, i = 0, 1, (3.33) 
(Y”, u”) satisfies (3.29) with y” and u* in place of y and u, respectively. (Here $Y stands for the 
subdifferential of cp.) 
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In order to illustrate the efficiency of optimality techniques, take the following simple 
example: cp(y) = $y’ and $(u> = in*. In this case the optimal pair ( y*, u*> is unique and 
satisfies the system 
y*“(t) +p(t)y*(t) = u*(t) +f(t), a.e. t E (0, T), 
u*“(t) +p(t)u*(t) = -y*(t), a.e. t E (0, TT), 
(3.34) 
,*y0> +y*(')(T) = 0, u*(')(O) + u*(yT) = 0, i=o, 1. (3.35) 
This follows from (3.31)-(3.331, taking into account acp = a$ = I - the identity on R. 
In particular we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.7. For euery f E L*(O, TT) and p as in Lemma 3.2, the anti-periodic boundary value 
problem (3.341, (3.35) has a unique solution ( y*, u” >. 
A proof of Corollary 3.7 (independently of optimality techniques) could be perhaps more 
difficult. 
If we denote W,‘<O, T; R) = W>“(O, T) (see (1.1111, we can write y*, u* E W2’<0, T). 
Finally, we solve the problem (3.7), assuming 
p(t) = 3 + sin t, f(t) = cos t, O<t<v. (3.36) 
It is obvious that such a p(t) satisfies (3.5) with n = 1 and 6 = 0.1. Consequently, in view of 
Lemma 3.2 the problem 
y”(t)+(3+sin t)y(t)=cos t, OGt<n, (3.37) 
y(‘)(O) + y”)( T) = 0, i = 0, 1, (3.38) 
has a unique solution y. Let us find numerically the solution y of problem (3.371, (3.38). Using 
a shooting method, we try to solve the Cauchy problem 
y”(t)+(3+sin t)y(t)=cos t, OGt<n, (3.39) 
y(0) =a, Y’(0) = b, (3.40) 
Fig. 1. Numerical solution of (3.39), (3.40) when a = 0.39 and b = 0. 
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0 
Fig. 2. Numerical solutions of (3.39), (3.40) when a # 0.39 or b # 0. 
where a and b are various numbers. Fig. 1 provides the graph of a numerical solution y of 
(3.391, (3.40) over [O, ~1 such that 
y(0) = 0.39 and y’(0) = 0. (3.41) 
It seems that this solution almost satisfies (3.38). Further numerical experiments show that 
the solution y of (3.37), (3.38) corresponds to a close to 0.39 and b close to zero. Fig. 2 
provides several numerical solutions of Cauchy problem (3.391, (3.40) with various a or b far 
different from 0.39 and zero. 
It is clear that the solution of (3.37), (3.38) on [0, T] cannot be extended to R! with 
anti-periodicity T. 
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